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ABSTRACT 

 

Continuous transcriptomic spectra of hepatocellular carcinoma and 

intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma in the primary liver cancer 

 

Youngsic Jeon 

 

Department of Medical Science  

The Graduate School, Yonsei University 

 

(Directed by Professor Young Nyun Park) 

 

 

The primary liver cancer is mainly divided into hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) 

and intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (iCCA). Some of the HCCs have been 

reported to exhibit molecular genetic features similar to iCCA, and a combined 

hepatocellular-cholangiocarcinoma (combined HCC-CCA) shows both HCC and 

iCCA differentiation. This finding suggests the possibility of the existence of 

subtype harboring intermediate traits between HCC and iCCA. However, the 

molecular pathological findings for this have not fully understood. 

In this study, two independent cohorts comprising of 289 primary liver cancers, 

including Yonsei (HCC, n = 78; iCCA, n = 59) and TIGER (HCC, n = 62; iCCA, n 
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= 90) were used to identify continuous molecular spectrum through integrative 

analysis of genome, transcriptome, and metabolite of, and we searched their 

molecular genetics and clinicopathological features. 

Using consensus clustering analysis of transcriptome of primary liver cancers, 

four subtypes were classified into LC1 (n = 113), LC2 (n = 19), LC3 (n = 25), and 

LC4 (n = 132). LC1 and LC4 showed classical HCC and iCCA features, 

respectively. On the other hand, LC2 and LC3 showed intermediate features 

between LC1 and LC4. In LC3, there were 22 iCCAs and 2 HCCs, and LC2 had 19 

HCCs. LC2 showed cholangiocyte-like gene expression and unstable chromosome, 

Whereas LC3 showed hepatocyte-like gene expression and stable chromosome. 

Compared to LC1-HCC (n = 112), LC2-HCC (n = 19) showed the down-

expression of bile acid metabolism-related genes on mRNA, depletion of bile acid 

and DNA copy-number aberration. This bile acid depletion was associated with the 

expression of anterior gradient 2 (AGR2) related to endoplasmic reticulum stress. In 

addition, the bile acid depletion was related to low expression ofsolute carrier 

organic anion transporter family member 1B1 (SLCO1B1), bile acid transporter, 

and the hepatocyte nuclear factor 4 alpha (HNF4A) as a strong transcription factor 

was involved in the the inhibition of the SLCO1B1 expression. Using short hairpin 

RNA of HNF4A in liver cancer cell lines (e.g., Huh7, Hep3B and HepG2), we 

confirmed that inhibition of HNF4A reduced the transcription of SLCO1B1, 

enhanced AGR2 and GRP78 expression, and gradually suppressed bile acid uptake 

into intracellular cytosol. HCC patients with a gene expression pattern similar to 

that of LC2-HCC show poor overall survival in 4 independent cohorts including 
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TCGA-LIHC, AJHCC, GSE4024 and GSE14520. In addition, SLCO1B1 

expression was reduced in HCCs with irregular rim-like enhancement, which is an 

atypical magnetic resonance imaging of HCC with aggressive behavior. 

When compared to LC4-iCCA (n = 126), LC3-iCCA (n = 22) showed the high 

expression of metabolism, inflammation and immune response-related genes, body 

mass index levels and diabetes incidence, and LC3-iCCA showed better prognosis 

than LC4-iCCA. Yonsei-iCCA cohort (YS-iCCA) was further classified into small 

duct type (SD) and large duct type (LD) by histopathological analysis. LC3-iCCA 

was mostly SD (7/8, 87.5%), and LC4-iCCA (n = 51) was consisted of 25 cases of 

SD and 22 cases of LD. Among LC3-SD, LC4-SD and LC4-SD, the expression of 

metabolism, inflammation, and immune response-related genes was highest in LC3-

SD, lowest in LC4-SD, and moderate in LC4-SD. Fibroblast growth factor receptor 

2 (FGFR2) fusion was observed in 4 cases of LC4-SD. Meanwhile, LC4-LD 

revealed frequent mutation in the KRAS signaling pathway genes [e.g., KRAS 

(3/22, 13.6%), NRAS (2/22, 9.01%) and PI3KCA (1/22, 4.5%)] and high expression 

of cell proliferation and cell cycle-related genes. In the OS, LC4-LD, LC4-SD and 

LC3-SD sequentially showed poor prognosis. 

In conclusion, we found a continuous molecular spectrum between HCC and 

iCCA through transcription analysis of 289 primary liver cancers, and our findings 

showed that LC2 and LC3 were intermediate between these cancers. 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Key words: hepatocellular carcinoma, intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma, continuous 

molecular spectrum, intermediate type tumor, chromosomal instability, IRE, 
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SLCO1B1, bile acid, transcription factor, HNF4A, small duct, large duct 
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Continuous transcriptomic spectra of hepatocellular carcinoma and 

intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma 

 

 

Youngsic Jeon 

 

Department of Medical Science  

The Graduate School, Yonsei University 

 

(Directed by Professor Young Nyun Park) 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (iCCA) 

are the major primary liver cancers in adults1,2. HCC and iCCA, which are derived 

from hepatocytes and cholangiocytes, respectively have distinct morphological and 

clinical outcomes, however several studies have suggested that some of HCC and 

iCCA have common molecular traits3,4. Previously, genomic and transcriptomic 

profiling studies have shown enormous heterogeneity in HCC and iCCA with 

dismal clinical outcomes, revealing molecular subtypes associated with distinct 
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underlying pathobiology of tumor progression. In addition, there exist intermediate 

type tumors such as HCC with biliary differentiation, cholangiocarcinoma-like HCC 

(CLHCC)4 and combined hepatocellular-cholangiocarcinoma (CHC)5, etc. These 

intermediate type tumors between HCC and iCCA have been suggested to be 

derived from bipotential liver stem cells which can differentiate into either hepatic 

or biliary progenitor cells6-8. Some HCCs with atypical radiological imaging are 

hard to be differentiated from iCCA. HCCs showing peripheral irregular rim-like 

enhancement (IRE) with central hypo-enhancing region in the arterial phase in the 

gadoxetic acid-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) were reported to have 

a progenitor-like characteristics, frequent microvascular invasion, and poor 

prognosis9. However, their molecular features were not fully characterized yet. 

Recently, the classification iCCAs into small duct (SD) type and large duct (LD) 

type has been introduced and SD-type reportedly has better survival than LD-

type10,11. SD-iCCA is composed of mucin-poor cuboidal cells forming small tubular 

structures and LD-iCCAs is composed of tall columnar cells with clear cytoplasm, 

often containing intra- or extra-cytoplasmic mucin. LD-iCCA shows similarity to 

extra hepatic bile duct adenocarcinoma. In contrast, SD-iCCA was reported to be 

associated to chronic B or C viral hepatitis, metabolic syndrome, alcohol intake, 

which are well kwon risk factors of HCC; however, their molecular features were 

not fully characterized yet. 

In this study, we extended our knowledge in the perspective of the continuous 

spectrum between HCC and iCCA by performing integrative analyses using a 

genomic, transcriptomic and metabolomic profiles. We could classify four 
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molecular subtypes of LC1, LC2, LC3, and LC4, and L2 and L3 revealed 

intermediate features between HCC and iCCA. We further validated our findings by 

cell culture experiments and independent cohorts. We may suggest new molecular 

features of intermediate types (LC2 and LC3) between HCC and iCCA. 
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

1. Selection of tissue specimens and raiologic and pathologic analysis 

Patients respectively diagnosed as HCC or iCCA and received curative hepatic 

resection between May 2000 and February 2018 at Serverance Hospital, Yonsei 

University Medical Center, were enrolled. Among them, only pathologically 

confirmed cases as HCC or iCCA were used; cases confirmed as combined 

hepatocellular-cholangiocarcinoma and intermediate carcinoma by pathologic 

examination were excluded. Finally, tissue specimens consisting of HCC (n = 78) 

and iCCA (n = 59) were available for Yonsei University (YS-LC). None of the cases 

had received any preoperative treatment, such as radiation or systemic 

chemotherapy. Electronic medical records were reviewed to obtain clinical data 

including age, sex, underlying etiology of liver disease (e.g., hepatitis B virus (HBV) 

and hepatitis C virus (HCV)), complete blood count, alanine transaminase (ALT), 

CA19-9 and tumor marker levels including alpha-fetoprotein (AFP). 

Histopathologic analysis was performed on whole-section hematoxylin-eosin (H&E) 

stained slides of representative formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue blocks, and 

variables including tumor size, differentiation, bile formation and presence of 

microvascular invasion were evaluated. 

Among HCC specimens in liver cancer data from YS-LC, we evaluated 

radiologic features such as IRE-HCC and non-IRE (NIRE) HCC using MRI data. 

The detailed classification method was performed as previously described9. The 

SD-iCCA, LD-iCCA and indeterminate-iCCA (IND-iCCA) type in YS-LC were 
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classified according to the criteria previously described11, applying mucicarmine 

staining and immunohistochemical staining for N-cadherin, NCAM, and S100P12. 

This study using YS-LC cohort was approved by the Institutional Review Board of 

Serverance Hospital (IRB No. 4-2017-0548), and the requirement of the informed 

consent was waived. 

 

2. Contruction of tissue microarray and immunohistochemistry 

The representative paraffin-embedded sections of HCCs were used for tissue 

microarray (TMA) construction. For TMA construction, two core biopsies 2 mm in 

diameter were taken from individual HCC donor paraffin blocks and arranged into 

recipient TMA blocks using trephine apparatus (Superbiochips Laboratories, Seoul, 

Korea). Immunohistochemistry for AGR2, N-cadherin, NCAM, and S100P was 

performed using TMA. The details on the antibody used condition are summarized 

in Table 1. The immunohistochemical stain results were defined as positive when ≥ 

5% of tumor cells were stained with moderate or strong intensity. The Mantel-Cox 

log-rank test was used for statistical analysis. 
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Table 1. List of antibodies used in western blotting, ChIP-PCR and 

immunohistochemistry 

Name of 

antibody 
Company Mono/Polyclonal Source 

Dilution 

for WB 

Dilution 

for ChIP 

Dilution 

for IHC 

AGR2 Abcam Mono Rabbit 1:2,000 - 1:500 

N-cadherin Zymed Mono Mouse - - 1:300 

NCAM 
Leica 

Biosystems 
Mono Mouse - - 1:100 

S100P R&D system Polyclonal Rabbit - - 1:100 

GAPDH 
Cell 

Signaling 
Mono Rabbit 1:2,000 - - 

HNF4A Abcam Mono Rabbit - 1:100 - 

pPERK 

(S980) 

Cell 

Signaling 
Mono Rabbit 1:1,000 - - 

PERK 
Cell 

Signaling 
Mono Rabbit 1:1,000 - - 

p-eIF2α 

(T51) 

Cell 

Signaling 
Mono Rabbit 1:1,000 - - 

eIF2α 
Cell 

Signaling 
Mono Rabbit 1:1,000 - - 

Anti-rabbit 

IgG 

Cell 

Signaling 
    1:3,000 - - 

WB, western blotting; ChIP, chromatin immunoprecipitation; IHC, Immunohistochemistry. 
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3. Transcriptome data analysis 

RNA-sequencing profiling was performed in specimens of HCC (n = 78) and 

iCCA (n = 59), respectively. Sequencing data were obtained using an Illumina 

Hiseq2500 for 100 or 101 bp paired end read with a coverage greater than 42 

million reads per sample. The data parsing for measuring RNA abundance was 

performed using an R package “SEQprocess”13. 

RNA abundance was calculated using Tophat2 (version; v2.1.1)-Cufflinks 

(version; v2.2.1). To analyze the transcriptome data, it was applied by including log2 

transformation, quantile normalization, and gene centering method. Batch effects 

between YS-LC and TIGER-LC cohort were corrected using empirical Bayes 

methods implemented in an R Package “Combat”. All data analysis was conducted 

in the R environment (v3.6.1). 

 

4. Gene variant and fusion gene analysis using RNA-sequencing 

The reads were aligned to the genome reference consortium human build 

(GRCh38) with STAR (version; v2.7.3a). Picard (version; v2.6.0) was used to 

remove PCR duplicate reads and coordinate sort the reads, and then the variants 

were estimated using a GATK (version; v3.7.0) as described previously14. Single-

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and indels were called with “HaplotypeCaller” in 

GATK. SNP and indel annotation was performed with ANNOVAR (version; 

Feb2016). The somatic variants in exon regions were used in our analysis after 

filtering out non-significant variants with the following conditions. Allele 

frequencies of the variants were obtained from the normal populations including 
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1000 Genome Project, Exome Aggregation Consortium (EXAC) data set. Non-

significant variants were filtered out before analysis, which included the variants 

with mutated read counts less than 8, mutation frequencies greater than 30% or 

missing values greater than 50% across the samples. Using Cosmic81 (version; 

20150428) and ClinVar (version; 20200316) data set, the mutations with “unknown” 

or “benign” value were also filtered out. 

Fusion transcripts were identified by using Tophat-fusion (version; v2.1.1) and 

SOAPfuse (version; v1.27). The fusion transcripts in exon regions were used in our 

analysis after filtering out non-significant fusion transcripts with the following 

conditions. Fusion transcripts with chromosome X and Y and spanning read counts 

less than 10 across the samples were filtered out before analysis. Then, fusion 

transcripts commonly identified in both tools were used. 

 

5. Estimation of DNA copy numbers from transcriptome data 

DNA copy numbers were inferred from the transcriptome data of YS-LC and 

TIGER-LC cohort by using inferCNV algorithm15. To distinguish CNV profiles of 

liver cancer from those of normal tissue, we used 30 and 149 non-tumor liver tissue 

as references, respectively. After CNV inferred, we merged inferred CNV features 

for YS-LC (n = 25,623) and TIGER-LC cohort (n = 19,434) and used 13,160 

inferred CNV features for further analysis. 

As the functional gene clusters in a neighbored chromosomal region with the 

same gene functions might have similar expression patterns, thus, they could be 

estimated as the chromosomal aberration of DNA copy numbers. With this concern, 
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we determined functional gene clusters where genes having common biological 

functions or belonging to the common pathway were enriched within gene cluster 

loci (1 Mb window). By evaluating functional enrichment using gene ontology:bio 

process (GO:BP) and KEGG (https://www.genome.jp/kegg) analysis by using 

gProfiler16, we determined the functional gene cluster and filtered out in further 

analysis (P < 0.001). After removing the functional gene clusters, we determined 

DNA copy number aberrations in individual samples. DNA copy gain and loss were 

determined with thresholds of 0.2 or -0.2, respectively (log2 transformed values). 

 

6. Calculation of chromosomal instability score 

To estimate the chromosomal instability, we calculated the CIN score in each 

sample using the average expression of CIN70 signature17, which was previously 

derived by Carter et al from the 18 gene expression data sets of various cancer types. 

Carter et al. showed that these genes could surrogate the chromosomal instability as 

well as aneuploidy in multiple types of cancer. We calculated the average expression 

of these genes in individual samples and used this value as CIN score. 

 

7. DNA copy number-dependently enriched gene functions 

We performed a gene-set enrichment test based on the transcriptome and 

genomic data, separately based on 2,232 curated canonical pathways gene sets 

(C2:CP) of MsigDB (v.7.1). Then, we performed correlation analysis between 

enrichment scores from transcriptome (ESEXP) and genomic data (ESCNV) 

(correlation r > 0.5, P < 10-5). To select DNA copy number dependently enriched 
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gene functions, we compared enrichment scores by performing permutation t-test 

between LC1 and LC2 or between LC3 and LC4, respectively for HCC or iCCA 

(perm.p-value < 10-5, fold change > 0.4, for ESEXP; perm.p-value < 10-2, fold change 

> 0.15, for ESCNV). 

 

8. Validation analysis using public data 

For transcriptome profiling, TCGA-LIHC (liver hepatocellular carcinoma), 

TCGA-CHOL (cholangiocarcinoma), AJHCC and other datasets (e.g., GSE4024, 

GSE14520 and GSE107943) were obtained from TCGA and GEO database, 

respectively. All datasets information was listed in Table 2. To integrate different 

datasets, preprocessing of dataset in each tissue type such as HCC and iCCA was 

applied by including quantile normalization and gene centering methods. The batch 

effect among data sets were corrected using empirical Bayes methods implemented 

in R package “combat”. Samples with normal tissues and other CCA types such as 

perihilar and distal CCA were excluded from the datasets. 
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Table 2. List of information of public data used for result validation 

Name of dataset  Cancer type 
No. of tissue 

samples 
Data platform Source 

TCGA-LIHC HCC 371 RNA-sequencing TCGA 

GSE4024 HCC 139 NCI/ATC Hs-OperonV2 GSE4024 

AJHCC HCC 78 RNA-sequencing AJHCC 

GSE14520 HCC 244 
Affymetrix Human 

Transcriptome Array 2.0 
GSE14520 

HCC; hepatocellular carcinoma, AJHCC; Ajou university hepatocellular carcinoma.   
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9. Metabolites data analysis 

We obtained metabolomics data of TIGER-LC consisting of 178 metabolites 

which were described as the most variable metabolites common in both HCC and 

ICC cohorts in their study3. To compare the abundance of bile acid (BA) 

metabolites among LC subtypes, we selected primary (n = 8) and secondary BA 

metabolites (n = 6) and performed Welch’s two sample t-test (P < 0.001 and fold 

change > 2). 

 

10. Cell Culture and drug treatment 

The human HCC cell lines HepG2 and Hep3B purchased from the American 

Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA), and SNU182, SNU423, 

SNU449, and Huh7 purchased from the Korea Cell Line Bank (Seoul, Korea), were 

mainly grown in MEM (Gibco, Carlsbad, MD, USA), DMEM (Gibco) and RPMI 

(Gibco), respectively, supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco), 100 

U/ml penicillin and 100 μg/ml streptomycin at 37℃ in a humidified atmosphere 

with 5% CO2.  

BA compounds such as glycocholate (GCA), taurocholate (TCA), 

glycochenodeoxycholate (GDCA), or taurochenodeoxycholate (TDCA) were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). ER stress inducers such as 

thapsigargin and tunicamycin were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Chaperone 

inhibitors such as PU-H71 were purchased from Selleckchem (Houston, TX, USA). 

We selected liver cancer cell lines suitable for the research subject and conducted 

experiments. 
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11. Real-time PCR 

Total RNA was isolated from HCC cell lines using the RNeasy Mini (QIAGEN, 

CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The concentration of each 

sample was measured by spectrophotometry at 260 nm; the integrity of each RNA 

sample was evaluated using the Agilent 2100 BioAnalyzer (Agilent Technologies, 

CA, USA). cDNA was synthesized from 1 µg of total RNA in 20 µl with random 

primers using PrimeScriptTM II reverse transcription system (Takara, Kyoto, Japan). 

For mRNA amplification on AGR2, GRP78, HNF4A, SLCO1B1 and GAPDH, 

quantitative real-time PCR was performed using iQTM SYBR supermix (Bio-rad, 

CA, USA). The details on the primer sequences and conditions are summarized in 

Table 3. 
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Table 3. List of primer sequences and conditions used for cloning, mutagenesis, 

ChIP-PCR and RT-PCR 

Primer Sequence (5’→3’) Annealing 

AGR2 F TCCAGTGTCAGCATTCTTGC 62°C 

AGR2 R TTTGGGTCGAGAGTCCTTTG 
 

GRP78 F GTGGTAGTGCAAGCTGAAGG 58°C 

GRP78 R TTCAGCCAGTTGCCCATCTA 
 

SLCO1B1 F TTGGAGCTTGGTGGCTTAAT 62°C 

SLCO1B1 R ACTGTCTTTGCATGTGCTGG 
 

HNF4A F AGACACGTCCCCATCAGAAG 62°C 

HNF4A R CTCGAGGCACCGTAGTGTTT 
 

GAPDH F CAGCCTCAAGATCATCAGCA 62°C 

GAPDH R TGTGGTCATGAGTCCTTCCA 
 

SLCO1B1 -2000 

KpnI F 
TTTCTCTATCGATAGATCTCAGAGATTTTATTTGTATTCA 64°C 

SLCO1B1 +100 

HindIII R 
CCGGAATGCCAAGCTCGTGAAAATTTCTTACATAAAAT 

 

SLCO1B1 ΔC 

HNF4A #1 F 
AATAAAAG_____AAAAATGATGGAAAATGTTCTGCA  64°C 

SLCO1B1 ΔC 

HNF4A #1 R 
CATTTTT_____CTTTTATTCACAATGGGAATACAGT 

 

SLCO1B1 ΔC 

HNF4A #2 F 
AATCATCA_____TTTTCAAAAAGCCAACTACTTTAAG 64°C 

SLCO1B1 ΔC 

HNF4A #2 R 
TTGAAAA_____TGATGATTAACCACCTTATTATGTC   

 

SLCO1B1 ΔC 

HNF4A #3 F 
AATAAAG_____GTTGCAGTTGCTGTAGGATTC 64°C 

SLCO1B1 ΔC 

HNF4A #3 R 
ACTGCAA_____CCTTTATTCCTCTTAAAGTAGTTGG  

 

SLCO1B1 

amplicon 1 F 
TGGCAACTGGAGTGAACTCTT 56°C 

SLCO1B1 

amplicon 1 R 
TCCTCTTAAAGTAGTTGGCTTTTTG 

 

SLCO1B1 

amplicon 2 F 
GCCATTCCCAAAAGTAAGGTT 56°C 

SLCO1B1 

amplicon 2 R 
GGCTTTTTGAAAACAAGTCCA 

 

SLCO1B1 

amplicon 3 F 
ATGTGTTTTCAATGAAATGGA 56°C 

SLCO1B1 

amplicon 3 R 
AGGAATGCAGAACATTTTCCATCAT   

Underlined bases correspond to the deletion regions. F, forward; R, reverse.   
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12. Cloning and site-directed mutagenesis 

For reporter constructs, the SLCO1B1 promoter region [from position -2,000 to 

+100 bp from the transcription start site (TSS)] was amplified using genomic DNA 

extracted from HepG2. Each PCR was conducted using the specific primers 

containing 5’-extention site-designed to use In-Fusion® Cloning system (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA) (Table 3) and CloneAmp HiFi PCR Premix 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Subsequently, the amplicons with In-Fusion® enzyme 

were cloned into the pGL3-basic vector-digested with KpnI (NEB, Ipswich, MA, 

USA) and HindIII (NEB) according to manufacturer’s recommendations. The 

Deletions of nucleotide at candidate position of HNF4A of cloned SLCO1B1 

promoter region were generated using complementary primers to alter the sites 

(Table 3) and In-Fusion® Cloning system according to manufacturer’s 

recommendations. 

 

13. Dual luciferase assay 

One hundred nanogram of each reporter construct and 0.25 ng of pNL1.1.TK 

vector (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) per well were co-transfected in 96-well white 

plates (SPL Life Science, Pocheon, Korea) using 0.5 µl of FuGENE® HD 

Transfection Reagent (Promega). To determine the effect of deletion of HNF4A 

binding promoter sites of SLCO1B1 on HNF4 promoter activity, each reporter 

construct and pNL1.1.TK vector per well were co-transfected. Forty-eight hours 

post-transfection, luciferase activity was measured by Nano-Glo® Dual-Luciferase® 

Reporter Assay System (Promega) according to manufacturer’s recommendations. 
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Relative firefly luciferase activity was normalized to NanoLucTM luciferase 

expression to adjust for variation in the transfection efficiency. 

 

14. Chromatin immunoprecipitation assay 

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assays were conducted using the 

SimpleChIP® Plus Enzymatic Chromatin IP Kit (CST) according to manufacturer’s 

recommendations. For Immunoprecipitation, 10 μg of cross-linked and digested 

chromatin by enzyme was used with 2 μg of HNF4A antibody (ab101604, Abcam, 

Cambridge, UK). The PCR products to detect amplicon 1, 2, and 3 on the SLCO1B1 

promoter region were performed using semi-quantitative RT-PCR. Primers are 

listed in Table 3. 

 

15. Establishment of shRNA-cell lines 

HCC cell lines expressing HNF4A such as HepG2, Hep3B and Huh7 were 

transfected with MISSION® pLKO.1-puro target shRNA (HNF4A and SLCO1B1; 

Sigma-Aldrich Co.), gag-pol and VSV-G plasmid (Addgene, Plasmid 14887 and 

8454, Cambridge, MA, USA) using Lipofectamine® 3000 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, 

CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s recommendataions. Stable cells 

inhibiting HNF4A and SLCO1B1 expression were selected with puromycin (Sigma-

Aldrich Co.) at 0.4-1.0 µg/ml for 4 weeks after transfection. To confirm the 

specificity and efficiency of HNF4A and SLCO1B1 knockdown, we analyzed 

mRNA levels by quantitative real-time PCR analysis. 
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16. Immunoblot analysis 

Immunoblot analysis was performed as described previously18. The details on 

the primary and secondary antibodies used condition are summarized in Table 1. 

 

17. Total bile acid detection assay 

Whole cell lysates were prepared in PBS buffer (Gibco) containing a protease 

inhibitor (Roche, Penzberg, Germany) and a phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (Sigma-

Aldrich Co.). Lysates (each containing 25 or 30 µg protein) were prepared in cold 

condition. The Total Bile Acid Assay Kit using Colorimetric method (#STA-631, 

Cell Biolabs. Inc, San Diego, CA, USA) was performed as previously described19,20. 

 

18. TERT promoter mutation analysis 

The TERT promoter region 489bp (from position -424 to +65 relative to the 

ATG start site) was screened for somatic mutation and a SNP using PCR and Sanger 

sequencing. PCR was performed using specific primers (forward, 5’-CTG GCG 

TCC CTG CAC CCT GG-3’; reverse, 5’- GAC GGC GAC CGG TGC AAG CA - 3') 

and Dr.MAX DNA Polymerase (Doctor Protein, Seoul, Korea). PCR products 

purified with Millipore plate MSNU030 (Millipore SAS, Molsheim, France) were 

then analyzed using the BigDye® Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied 

Biosystems) and a 3730xl DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems) at Macrogen (Seoul, 

Korea). 
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19. Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was conducted using SPSS (version 23.0.1; SPSS Inc., 

Chicago, IL, USA) or R software (version 3.4.0; Vienna, Austria). For comparison 

of clinicopathologic findings between LC subtypes, Welch’s two sample t-test, one-

way Fisher-Pitman test, Chi-squared, or Fisher’s exact test was used as deemed 

appropriate. Overall survival (OS) and disease-free survival (DFS) analyses were 

performed using the log rank test. Correlation analysis was performed by 

calculating Pearson’s correlation coefficients and p-values. 
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III. RESULTS 

 

1. Continuous transcriptomic spectrum of HCC and iCCA 

To compare the continuous transcriptomic features of the liver cancers (LC) 

comprised of HCC and iCCA, we generated transcriptome data (YS-LC, n = 137) 

including HCCs (n = 78) and iCCAs (n = 59). The data were pooled with TIGER-

LC (n = 152) data3, which had a same study design comprising with HCC (n = 62) 

and iCCA (n = 90) (For details see Materials and Methods). By conducting a 

consensus cluster analysis, we analyzed the proportion of ambiguous clustering 

(PAC) score using the CDF curve and found that optimal K is 4 with the lowest 

PAC value (Figure 1 and Figure 2A, top). Thus, based on this result, we identified 

four molecular subtypes of LC (i.e., LC1, LC2, LC3, and LC4). Most of the HCCs 

(n = 112, 80.0%) were clustered as LC1, while most of the iCCAs (n = 126, 84.6%) 

were clustered as LC4, which may represent the classical subtypes of HCC and 

iCCA, respectively (Figure 2A, middle). LC2 was comprised mostly with HCC 

samples (HCC, n = 19; iCCA, n = 0), while LC3 was comprised mostly with iCCA 

samples (HCC, n = 3; iCCA, n = 22). The previous subtypes of TIGER-LC (i.e., 

HC1, HC2, and HC3 for HCC; C1, C2, and C3 for iCCA) were also associated with 

the subtypes (Figure 3A). The most aggressive subtypes of HC1 (n = 7) and C1 (n = 

32) in TIGER-LC were clustered into LC2 and LC4, respectively (Table 4)3. 

As the LC subtypes were thought to represent the continuous transcriptomic 

spectra across HCCs and iCCAs, LC1 and LC4 represent classical HCC and iCCA, 

respectively, whereas LC2 and LC3 represent intermediate subtypes between the 
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classical HCCs and iCCAs (Figure 2B). As expected, LC4 showed the highest 

expression of cholangiocyte marker genes (e.g., MUC1, KRT19, SOX9 and SOX4), 

whereas LC1 showed the highest expression of hepatocyte marker genes (e.g., 

ABCC2, APOA1, NR1H4, SERPINA1, CYP1A2, ASGR2, CYP2B6, CPS1, CPY3A4 

and ALB). LC2 and LC3 showed higher expression of cholangiocyte and hepatocyte 

maker genes, compared to LC1 and LC4, respectively (Figure 2C, left), which 

supported the cholangiocyte-like feature of LC2 and the hepatocyte-like feature of 

LC3. As LC2 and LC3 revealed intermediate feature between HCC and iCCA, 

implying their cellular origin in bipotential stem/progenitor cells, we evaluated the 

expression of the stemness genes across the LC subtypes. As expected, we could 

observe the up-regulated expression of the embryonic stem cell (ESC) and CLHCC-

related genes in LC2 compared to those in LC1 tumors, respectively (P < 0.001 for 

all, Figure 2C, middle), indicating that LC2-HCC harbors stem cell-like features 

than LC1-HCC4,21. 

As many of the biliary marker genes were overlapped with the stemness genes, 

we analyzed the experimentally evaluated the cancer-stem cell genes for HCC 

(HCC.stem, n = 16) including AFP, ALB, ANPEP, CCL20, CLDN3, etc.22-24, and for 

iCCA (CCA.stem, n = 22) such as ABCG2, BCL2L1, CD44, CTNNB1, FGFR2, 

etc.25,26, respectively (Table5). LC3 showed lower expression of the stemness genes 

for CCA than LC4 (P < 0.001, Figure 2C, right). The co-expression of cancer stem 

cell genes for HCC and iCCA may imply the cellular origin of LC3 from the 

bipotential stem cells with hepatic commitment or the biliary cells with hepatic de-

differentiation. 
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We also noticed that the LC subtypes exhibit distinct clinic-pathological features 

when we compared the clinico-pathological findings of HCCs and iCCAs across the 

LC subtypes, separately. In HCC, we could observe the significant prognostic 

distinction of the subtypes. LC2-HCC, compared to LC1-HCC, showed more 

aggressive pathological features such as higher AFP level (> 300 ng/ml, P = 0.0217), 

larger tumor size (> 5cm, P < 0.01), more frequent microvascular invasion (P = 

0.0182, Table 6), and also exhibited higher expression of the worse prognostic 

classifiers of HCC (e.g., Class A in LEE, iCL1 in Woo_iCL, iCL1 in TCGA-LIHC 

and S1 in Hoshida classification) (P < 0.05 for all, Figure 3B). The predictability of 

the subtype classifiers could be validated in independent HCC datasets, respectively 

(Figure 3C). By contrast, we observed that the intermediate iCCA subtype LC3-

iCCA had less aggressive features than LC4-iCCA. LC4-CCA, compared to LC3-

iCCA, had larger tumor size (> 5 cm), poorer differentiation, and more frequent 

microvascular invasion (P < 0.05 for all, Table 6) and expression of the worse 

prognostic classifiers of iCCA (e.g., Surv_Worse in Sia, Class C2 in Anderson and 

Class BD in Rhee classification) (P < 0.05 for all, Figure 3D). 

Noticeably, we also observed that the LC subtypes exhibit distinct chromosomal 

instabilities which were estimated by calculating the chromosomal instability (CIN) 

scores as described in Materials and Methods. LC2-HCC showed higher CIN score 

(0.4744) than that of LC1-HCC (-0.162) (Students’ T-test, P < 10-9), whereas LC4-

CCA showed higher CIN score (0.115) than that of LC3-CCA (-0.369) (Students’ T-

test, P < 10-5), respectively (Figure 2D). Previously, the cancers derived from stem 

cells are thought to have highly instable chromosomes adapting survival benefits to 
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acquire resistance to anti-cancer drugs and invasive properties27. With this concern, 

we suggest that the tumors originated form the biliary committed stem cells as like 

LC2 and LC4 may harbor higher chromosomal instability which is attributable to 

the acquisition of their worse prognostic outcomes. By contrast, the tumors showing 

hepatic features (LC1 and LC3) could be derived from the cells committed to 

hepatocytic lineage, acquiring more stable chromosomes and less aggressive 

phenotypes. Taken together, we suggest that the LC1 and LC3 shared a feature of 

stem cells with hepatocytic commitment with stable chromosomes, whereas the 

LC2 and LC4 shared a feature of biliary commitment with unstable chromosomes 

although their different tissue types of HCC and iCCA. 
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Figure 1. Consensus clustering analysis in liver cancer samples. (A) Consensus 

CDF value shows when K =2 to 7. (B) Point plot using CDF curve indicates that 

optimal K is 4 with the lowest PAC value. 
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Figure 2. Continuous molecular spectrum between HCC and iCCA. (A) The 

heatmap corresponding to the consensus matrix for 4 molecular subtypes obtained 

by applying consensus clustering of most variable genes among samples (median 

absolute deviation, MAD > 0.7, n = 3,567) (top). Study cohorts (YS or TIGER), 
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tissue types (HCC or ICC), TIGER classification of HCC (HC1, HC2, or HC3) and 

iCCA (C1, C2, C3, or C4) are marked accordingly (middle). A heatmap shows the 

expression of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) among four clusters (824, 198, 

407 and 785 genes are identified as DEGs for LC1, LC2, LC3, and LC4, 

respectively) (middle). The GSEA results show the enrichment of hepatocyte, 

cholangiocyte, ESC, CLHCC, and cancer stem cell signatures (e.g., ESC, HCC.stem 

and CCA.stem) (bottom). (B) Principal component analysis using most variable 

genes among samples (median absolute deviation, MAD > 0.7, n= 3,567). The data 

are plotted based on their principal component 1 (PC1) and principal component 2 

(PC2) values. LC subtypes are marked accordingly. (C) Boxplots show the 

expression of hepatocyte, cholangiocyte, ESC, CLHCC, and cancer stem cell 

signatures (e.g., HCC.stem and CCA.stem). (D) A barplot of CIN scores of LC1, 

LC2, LC3, and LC4 are shown as first quartile, median, and third quartile (bottom 

box, middle line, and top box, respectively). Whiskers represent minimum and 

maximum values (left) (P < 10-14, one-way ANOVA). A boxplot of CIN scores was 

shown (right) (P < 10-8 for all, Student’s T-test).  
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Figure 3. Liver cancer classifier validation between LC subtypes and 

prognostic analysis using independent datasets. (A) The boxplots show 

frequency of subtype of each liver cancer (e.g., HCC and iCCA) in TIGER-LC from 

left and right. (B) The boxplots show frequency of subtypes of each classifiers (e.g., 

LEE, Woo_iCL, TCGA-LIHC and Hoshida classification) in LC-HCC subtypes 

(LC1 vs. LC2) from left to right. (C) A heatmap shows specifically up-regulated 

genes between LC1-HCC and LC3-HCC in pooled dataset (n = 832) including 

TCGA-LIHC (n = 371), GSE4024 (n = 139), AJHCC (n = 78) and GSE14520 (n = 

244). LC1-like group (LC1, n = 409), LC3-like group (LC2, n = 206) and Not 

determined group (ND, FDR ≥ 0.05, n = 217) are divided by NTP algorithm using 
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DEGs (LC1, n = 824 and LC3, n = 198) (left). Kaplan-Meier survival curves of 

overall survival between LC1-like and LC2-like subtype in TCGA-LIHC, GSE4024 

and GSE14520 from left to right (right). (D) The boxplots show frequency of 

subtypes of each classifier (e.g., Sia, Anderson and Rhee classification) in LC sub-

iCCA subtypes (and LC3 vs.LC4)  
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Table 4. Classification of YS-LC and TIGER-LC subtypes based on the 

radiological, pathological, and molecular features 

YS-HCC (n=78) 

  
LC1           

(n=63) 

LC2     

(n=12) 

LC3     

(n=2) 

LC4     

(n=2) 

p-valueb                   

LC1 vs. LC3 

Radiological classification 
     

      IREa 8 (13) 10 (83) 1 (50) 2 (100) < 10-5 

      NIRE 48 (77) 2 (17) 1(50) 0 (0) < 10-3 

      NDc 6 (10) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0.5808 

            

YS-iCCA (n= 59) 

  
LC1           

(n=0) 

LC2     

(n=0) 

LC3     

(n=8) 

LC4     

(n=51) 

p-value                    

LC2 vs. LC4 

Histological classification 
     

      SDa 0 (0) 0 (0) 7 (88) 25 (49) 0.5308 

      LD 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 22 (43) 0.0204 

      IND 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (12) 4 (8) 0.0595 

    

TIGER-HCC (n=62) 

  
LC1           

(n=50) 

LC2     

(n=1) 

LC3     

(n=7) 

LC4     

(n=4) 

p-value                    

LC1 vs. LC3 

HCC Molecular subclasses 
     

      HC1a 3 (6) 7 (100) 1 (100) 4 (100) < 10-6 

      HC2 14 (28) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0.1759 

      HC3 33 (66) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0.0013 

            

TIGER-iCCA (n=90) 

  
LC1           

(n=1) 

LC2     

(n=0) 

LC3     

(n=14) 

LC4     

(n=75) 

p-value                    

LC2 vs. LC4 

iCCA Molecular subclasses 
     

      C1a 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 33 (44) 0.0002 

      C2 1 (100) 0 (0) 13 (93) 4 (5) < 10-10 
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      C3 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 20 (27) 0.0335 

      C4 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (7) 18 (24) 0.2855 

            

a Each value represents the number of patients (the % of patients)   

b Fisher's exact test or Chi-squared test         

c Not determined 
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Table 5. List of cancer stem-cell marker between HCC and CCA 

HCC stem (n = 15)     CCA stem (n = 22) 

Name Gene symbol     Name Gene symbol 

AFP AFP     ABCG2 ABCG2 

ALB ALB     BCL2L1 BCL2L1 

ANPEP ANPEP     CD44 CD44 

CCL20 CCL20     Catenin β1 CTNNB1 

CLDN3 CLDN3     EpCAM EPCAM 

DKK1 DKK1     FGFR2 FGFR2 

DLK1 DLK1     CD29 ITGB1 

CD54 ICAM1     KITLG KITLG 

KRT19 KRT19     LATS1 LATS1 

KRT8 KRT8     LEF1 LEF1 

MYC MYC     LGR5 LGR5 

CD56 NCAM1     LIN28A LIN28A 

OCT-4 POU5F1     MAML1 MAML1 

SALL4 SALL4     C-myc MYC 

TGF-β TGFB1     NF-Kappa-B1 NFKB1 

        NOS2 NOS2 

        OCT-4 POU5F1 

        CD133 PROM1 

        SOX2 SOX2 

        TGF-βR1 TGFBR1 

        CD90 THY1 

        YAP YAP1 

  

HCC; hepatocellular carcinoma, iCCA; intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma. 
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Table 6. Clinical and pathological features of LC subtypes from YS-LC cohort 

Clinical Variable 

HCC (n=78)     iCCA (n=59) 

LC1 LC2 LC3 LC4 P-valueb 
 

LC1 LC2 LC3 LC4 P-valueb 

(n=62) (n=12) (n=2) (n=2) 
(LC1 vs. 

LC3) 
  (n=0) (n=0) (n=8) (n=51) 

(LC3 vs. 

LC4) 

Demographic 
           

  Sexa 
           

      Male 48 (77) 6 (50) 2 (100) 2 (100) 0.0744 
 

0 (0) 0 (0) 8 (100) 34 (67) 0.0904 

      Female 15 (23) 6 (50) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
  

0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 17 (33) 
 

  Age 
           

      > 65 years 19 (31) 5 (42) 1 (50) 1 (50) 0.5089 
 

0 (0) 0 (0) 6 (75) 34 (67) 1.0000 

      ≤ 65 years 43 (69) 7 (58) 1 (50) 1 (50) 
  

0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (25) 14 (27) 
 

Risk factors 
           

  Body Mass Index (BMI) 
           

      BMI > 25 19 (31) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0.0281 
 

0 (0) 0 (0) 4 (50) 12 (24) 0.1978 

      BMI ≤ 25 40 (65) 12 (100) 11 (100) 2 (100) 
  

0 (0) 0 (0) 4 (50) 38 (75) 
 

  HBV status  
           

      HBsAg positive 56 (90) 10 (83) 2 (100) 2 (100) 0.6084 
 

0 (0) 0 (0) 6 (75) 15 (29) 0.0192 

      HBsAg negative 6 (10) 2 (17) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
  

0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (25) 36 (71) 
 

  HCV status  
           

      Anti-HCV positive 3 (5) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1.0000 
 

0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (6) 1.0000 

      Anti-HCV negative 59 (95) 12 (100) 2 (100) 2 (100) 
  

0 (0) 0 (0) 8 (100) 48 (94) 
 

  Alcohol uptake 
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      Yes 16 (26) 7 (58) 1 (50) 0 (0) 0.3176 
 

0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (38) 12 (24) 0.6869 

      No 20 (32) 4 (33) 1 (50) 1 (50) 
  

0 (0) 0 (0) 5 (62) 29 (57) 
 

  Diabetes mellitus 
           

      Presence  3 (5) 1 (8) 1 (50) 0 (0) 0.1970 
 

0 (0) 0 (0) 5 (62) 9 (18) 0.0181 

      Abscence 34 (55) 10 (83) 1 (50) 2 (100) 
  

0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (38) 39 (78) 
 

Liver function factors 
           

   ALT (Alanine 

aminotransferase)            

      Abnormal, > 50U/L 11 (18) 3 (25) 1 (50) 0 (0) 0.6931 
 

0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 6 (12) 1.0000 

      Normal, ≤ 50U/L 48 (77) 9 (75) 1 (50) 2 (100) 
  

0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (33) 24 (46) 
 

   Albumin  
           

      Abnormal, > 30g/L 33 (53) 9 (75) 0 (0) 1 (50) 0.3023 
 

0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (12) 17 (33) 1.0000 

      Normal, ≤ 30g/L 21 (34) 2 (17) 2 (100) 1 (50) 
  

0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (12) 13 (25) 
 

   AFP (Alpha-fetoprotein) 
           

      Abnormal, > 300 ng/mL 12 (19) 6 (55) 0 (0) 1 (50) 0.0217 
 

- - - - 
 

      Normal, ≤ 300 ng/mL 43 (69) 4 (36) 2 (100) 1 (50) 
  

- - - - 
 

Tumor pathology 
           

  Tumor size 
           

      > 5cm 15 (24) 9 (75) 0 (0) 0 (0) < 0.01 
 

0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (12) 30 (59) 0.0215 

      ≤ 5cm 47 (76) 3 (25) 2 (100) 2 (100) 
  

0 (0) 0 (0) 7 (88) 21 (41) 
 

  Differentiation 
           

      well differentiated 1 (2) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0.2698 
 

0 (0) 0 (0) 4 (50) 7 (14) 0.0474 

      moderate differentiated 22 (35) 2 (17) 0 0 
  

0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (38) 25 (49) 
 

      poorly differentiated 29 (47) 9 (75) 2 (100) 2 (100) 
  

0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (12) 18 (35) 
 

  Microvascular invasion 
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      Yes 20 (32) 9 (75) 1 (50) 2 (100) 0.0182 
 

0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (12) 32 (62) 0.0161 

      No 30 (48) 2 (17) 1 (50) 0 (0)     0 (0) 0 (0) 7 (88) 18 (35)   

a Each value represents the number of patients (the % of patients) 

b Fisher's exact test or Chi-squared test 
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2. Bile acid metabolism is altered between the HCC subtypes in multi-omic 

data analyses 

Next, we sought to evaluate the key molecular features in association with the 

clinical features of HCCs and iCCAs across the LC subtypes. In HCCs, as shown in 

Figure 2, we have demonstrated that the LC2-HCC, compared to LC1-HCC, 

showed higher chromosomal instability. This may indicate the DNA copy number 

aberrations (CNAs) drive the genetic and clinical distinction between LC1-HCC 

and LC2-HCC. Indeed, previous studies have shown that the DNA copy number-

dependent transcriptional aberration can play potential driver roles in tumor 

development and progression28. With this concern, we evaluated the CNAs which 

were obtained by inferring the DNA copy numbers in individual transcriptome data 

(for details see Materials and Methods). By performing gene set enrichment 

analyses, we found that the bile acid (BA) metabolism-related genes were 

prominently altered between LC1-HCC and LC2-HCC at CNA as well as gene 

expression levels (EXP), implying the potential driver roles of the altered BA 

metabolism in the HCC subtypes (Figure 4A). 

To verify further the deregulation of BA-metabolism between the HCC subtypes, 

we examined the metabolome profiles of TIGER-LC data (n = 102). Consistent with 

CNA and EXP profiles, we could observe that the LC1-HCC and LC2-HCC were 

readily classified by unsupervised cluster analyses of the metabolome profile, 

showing the prominent alteration of the BA-metabolism-related metabolites 

between the HCC subtypes (Figure 4B). In addition, we identified the 30 

differentially altered metabolites between the LC1-HCC and LC2-HCC (Welch two 
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sample t-test, P < 0.05), which revealed that both the primary BA-metabolites [e.g., 

cholate (CA), taurocholate (TCA), and glycocholate (GCA)] and the secondary BA-

metabolites [e.g., taurochenodeoxycholate (TDCA) and glycodeoxycholate (GDCA)] 

were commonly depleted in LC2-HCC compared to LC1-HCC (Figure 4C). Our 

finding was further validated by microscopic analysis of HCC specimens (n = 78), 

which revealed frequent bile formation within the tumor cells of LC1-HCC (20/64) 

but not in LC2-HCCs (0/12, P = 0.0213, Figure 4D). Taken together, we suggest that 

the BA-metabolism is a key feature that that distinguish LC1-HCCs and LC2-HCCs 

at DNA copy numbers, transcription, and metabolite levels. 

On the other hand, the atypical MRI image of irregular rim-like enhancement 

(IRE) was reported in some HCCs, which were associated with the worse prognosis 

and expression of stem cell marker genes9. The IRE feature is considered to be 

related to the repressed intracellular transport of an image contrast agent i.e., 

gadoxetic acid via BA transporters9,29. With this concern, we evaluated the HCC 

cases with IRE features in YS-HCC cohort. Congruent with the finding of the 

depletion of BA metabolism in LC2-HCC, we observed the prevalent IRE feature in 

LC2-HCCs (10/12, 83.33%) than in LC1-HCCs (8/56, 14.29%) (P < 10-5, Figure 4E 

and Table 4). Taken together, we demonstrated the multi-omics distinction between 

the HCC subtypes of LC1-HCC and LC2-HCC, which were distinguished by the 

features of the depletion of BA-metabolism and concomitant aberrations of DNA 

copy numbers, gene expression, serum metabolites, and radiologic finding of IRE. 
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Figure 4. Bile acid metabolism is altered between the HCC subtypes in multi-

omics data analyses. (A) A barplot shows significant gene characteristics with 

LC1-HCC compared to LC2-HCC for differences of ESEXP and ESCNV, respectively 

(see Materials and Methods). (B) A heatmap shows the unsupervised clustering 

analysis using variably expressed metabolites (median absolute deviation, MAD > 

0.5, n = 101) in LC1-HCC and LC2-HCC. Bile acid metabolites are marked in 

green. (C) Boxplots show relative abundance of primary BA (n = 8, CA, TCA, GCA, 

glycocholenate sulfate, taurocholenate sulfate, chenodeoxycholate, 

taurochenodeoxycholate, glycochenodeoxycholate) and secondary BA (n = 6, 

TDCA, GDCA, tauroursodeoxycholate, glycoursodeoxycholate, glycolithocholate 

sulfate, taurolithocholate 3-sulfate) metabolites (P < 0.01 for all, Student’s T-test). 

(D) The H&E staining for bile formation is shown in LC1-HCC specimens (left). 

The black arrows indicate the location of bile formation. A box plot shows the 
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frequency of bile formation in LC1-HCC and LC2-HCC (right) (P = 0.021, fisher 

exact test). (E) MRI images in HCC specimens are shown as radiological types (e.g., 

IRE and NIRE). The red arrows indicate HCC sites (left). A boxplot shows the 

frequency of radiological type in LC1 and LC2 types (right) (P < 10-5, fisher exact 

test). 
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3. LC2-HCC expresses AGR2 in association with the ER stress-induced BA 

depletion 

Next, we further interrogated to pinpoint the underlying mechanistic alterations 

in the differential progression of the HCC subtypes. We identified the differentially 

DNA copy number-altered genes (DCNAs, n = 251) with the differentially 

expressed genes (DEGs, n = 212) between the HCC subtypes. Among them, we 

identified the DNA copy number-dependent DEGs (n = 86) as the potential driver 

genes which showed significant correlations between DNA copy numbers and their 

corresponding transcriptional levels (Pearson’s correlation coefficient r > 0.5, P < 

0.001). Noticeably, we found that AGR2 was top-ranked to express in LC2-HCC 

compared to LC1-HCC (Figure 5A), AGR2 has previously been addressed to have 

an onco-promoting activity in various cancer types30. The AGR2 expression was 

further confirmed by immuno-histochemical staining analysis, revealing the positive 

expression of AGR2 in LC2-HCC (7/12, 58.33%) but not in LC1-HCC (0/22, 

Figure 5B). 

Previously, the tumor-promoting function of AGR2 has been shown to be 

induced by endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress31. Consistently, unfolded protein 

response (UPR) and ER stress-related genes were significantly enhanced in LC2-

HCC compared to LC1-HCC (Figure 5C). This notion was further validated by 

demonstrating that the treatment of ER stress-inducers such as thapsigargin or 

tunicamycin enhanced AGR2 expression in liver cancer cells at transcription and 

protein levels (Figure 5D and 5E). In addition, as the BA-depletion is a key feature 

of LC2-HCC and BA is previously known as a chemical chaperone, reducing 
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intracellular ER stress32,33, we evaluated whether the AGR2 expression is associated 

with BA-depletion. Treatment of BA metabolites (e.g., GCA, TCA, GDCA, or 

TDCA) could suppress the ER stress-induced AGR2 expression (Figure 5F). 

Furthermore, endogenous heat shock protein 90 (HSP90) has been known to inhibit 

ER stress34. Treatment of a HSP90 inhibitor (PU-H71) enhanced the expression of 

AGR2 and GRP78, and they were abolished by the treatments of BA metabolites 

such as GCA and TCA (Figure 5G). We further validated our findings by showing 

that the elevated ER stress markers such as the phosphorylation levels of PERK and 

eIF2α by the PU-H71 treatment was suppressed by the treatment of GCA or TCA 

(Figure 5H). Collectively, these results suggest that the BA-depletion may reduce its 

chemical chaperone effect on ER stress, which in turn induce AGR2 expression in 

LC2-HCC. 
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Figure 5. LC2-HCC expresses AGR2 in association with the ER stress-induced 

BA depletion. (A) A heatmap shows the expression of DNA copy number-
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dependent DEGs between LC1-HCC and LC2-HCC. The top 5-ranked genes in 

LC1-HCC and LC2-HCC are marked in top and bottom, respectively. (B) 

Immunohistochemical staining of H&E and AGR2 in HCC specimens is shown 

(left). A barplot shows the frequency of AGR2 expression patterns in LC1-HCC and 

LC2-HCC specimens (right) (P < 0.01, Chi-squared test). (C) GSEA for “Unfolded 

protein response” and “Response to ER stress” between LC1 and LC2-HCC groups 

are shown sequentially. The enrichment score (ES) are indicated in each plot. (D) 

Liver cancer cell lines (Huh7, Hep3B and SNU182) are treated with ER stress 

inducers such as thapsigargin (Thap) and tunicamycin (Tuni) for 24 hours at dose 

dependent (0.0-0.5 µM and 0.0-1.0 µg/ml). GRP78 and AGR2 expression level was 

evaluated using quantitative RT-PCR. (E) The protein level of AGR2 and GAPDH 

with Huh7, Hep3B, and SNU182 was measured by using immunoplot in 

thapsigargin (0.25 µM) and tunicamycin (1.0 µg/ml). (F) Barplots show the 

expression of AGR2 on ER stress inducers such as Thap (top) and Tuni (bottom) 

without or with BAs (e.g., GCA, TCA, GDCA and TDCA) in Huh7, Hep3B, and 

SNU182, respectively. (G) Barplots show the expression of AGR2 (top) and GRP78 

(bottom) on chaperone inhibitor such as PU-H71 without or with BAs (e.g., GCA, 

TCA, GDCA and TDCA) in Hep3B, and SNU182, respectively. (H) AGR2, 

phospho-PERK (S980), PERK, phosphor-eIF2α (T51) and eIF2α expression levels 

assessed by western blotting and normalized to GAPDH in Hep3B and SNU182, 

respectively. 
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4. Suppression of SLCO1B1 lead to BA depletion in LC2-HCC 

Among the DNA copy number-dependent DEGs between HCC subtypes, we 

identified six BA-related genes, including SLCO1B1, SLC22A3, SLC22A1, BAAT, 

CYP8B1, and SLC10A1 (Figure 6). In particular, SLCO1B1 exhibited the highest 

DNA copy number-dependent correlation of the transcription (r = 0.57, P < 10-12) 

with significant fold difference (4.56 fold, P < 10-14) between the HCC subtypes 

(Figure 7A). This may indicate that the expression alteration of SCLO1B1 could 

play an important role in LC2-HCC. Indeed, SLCO1B1 has been reported as a BA 

transporter, regulating BA uptake to intracellular cytosol35. Thus, it might be 

plausible that the suppression of SCLO1B1 can lead to BA depletion in LC2-HCC. 

Next, although the expression of SLCO1B1 was suggested to be altered DNA 

copy number-dependently, we further investigated possible underlying signaling 

mechanisms involved in the SLCO1B1-mediated BA depletion. By interrogating the 

promoter region of SLCO1B1 (from position -2,000 to +100bp from TSS), we 

sought to identify putative transcription factors (TFs) that potentially regulate the 

SLCO1B1 expression. This revealed 24 putative TFs that were predicted to bind the 

promotor region, and hepatocyte nuclear factor 4 alpha (HNF4A) showed the top-

ranked fold difference of the expression levels between LC1-HCC and LC2-HCC 

(1.00 fold) (Figure 7B). Gene set analysis also revealed the enriched down-

expression of the HNF4A target genes in LC2-HCC compared to LC1-HCC such as 

“HNF4A target” (n = 36), “SUMI HNF4A TARGETS” (n = 39), and 

“LUCAS_HNF4A TARGET UP” (n = 59) (Figure 7C). Moreover, we demonstrated 

that the expression of SLCO1B1, HNF4A, and AGR2 were correlated to each other 
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in six independent HCC datasets (Figure 8). These results consistently support that 

HNF4A is a regulatory transcription factor for SLCO1B1 expression in HCC. 

In addition, to validate experimentally whether the HFN4A acts as a promotor 

for SLCO1B1 transcription, four different constructs were developed for the 

predicted binding sites of HNF4A (#1, #2, and #3, Figure 7D, for details see 

Materials and Methods and Figure 9). Transfection of these amplicons and 

luciferase reporter assays revealed that the site #2 (-39 ~ -30 bp from the 

transcription start site) had a promotor activity for SLCO1B1 transcription (Figure 

7D). We further confirmed this finding by a ChIP assays for the amplicons of the 

binding sites (#1 and #2), which demonstrated the direct binding of HNF4A to the 

site #2 but not #1 (Figure 7E). 

We also evaluated whether the HNF4A-mediated SLCO1B1 transcription can 

regulate AGR2 expression, ER stress, and BA uptake in liver cancer cells, 

respectively. The shRNA-mediated knockdown of HNF4A could suppress 

SLCO1B1 expression, but enhanced AGR2 and GRP78 (an ER stress marker) 

expression (Figure 7F) as well as the BA uptake (Figure 7G) in liver cancer cells. 

These results strongly indicate that the HNF4A-mediated SLCO1B1 expression 

plays a regulatory role in ER stress and BA uptake in liver cancer cells. Next to 

elucidate the mechanism though which SLCO1B1 regulates the uptake of BA, 

endogenous SLCO1B1 expression was suppressed by shRNA transfection (Figure 

10A). Knockdown of SLCO1B1 significantly suppressed the BA uptake in liver 

cancer cells (Figure 10B). Moreover, shRNA-mediated knockdown of SLCO1B1 

increased AGR2 and GRP78 expression in BA-induced liver cancer cells (Figure 
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10C). Taken together, we suggest that the HNF4A-mediated SLCO1B1 expression 

plays a regulatory role in ER stress and BA uptake in HCC cells, playing a pivotal 

role in heterogeneous progression of the HCC subtypes LC1-HCC and LC2-HCC. 

Our findings are graphically summarized in Figure 7H. 
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Figure 6. Comparison of BA-related genes between LC-HCC subtypes and 

IRE-HCC and NIRE-HCC. (A) Venn-diagram showing the overlap of five genes 

(e.g., SLCO1B1, BAAT, SLC22A1, SLC10A1, and CYP8B1) between the DEGs and 

DCNVs with BA-related genes. (B) Boxplots show the expression of SLCO1B1 and 

SLCO1B3 genes between IRE-HCC and NIRE-HCC. (C) Boxplots show the CNV 

levels of SLCO1B1 and SLCO1B3 genes between IRE-HCC and NIRE-HCC. (P < 

0.05 for all, Student’s T-test). 
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Figure 7. Suppression of SLCO1B1 lead to BA depletion in LC2-HCC. (A) A 

correlation plot shows association between ESEXP and ESCNV for SLCO1B1 gene are 

shown. (B) A point plot of transcription factor binding SLCO1B1 promoter is shown 

for fold difference between LC1-HCC and LC2-HCC. The transcription factors (n = 

24) are indicated in the order of fold difference at the bottom of the plot. This TFs 
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are investigated using GPminer (http://gpminer.mbc.nctu.edu.tw). (C) The GSEA 

plots show the enrichment of HNF4A-related signatures (e.g., HNF4A target, SUMI 

HNF4A TARGETS and LUCAS HNF4A UP). (D) Association of genetic deletions 

in the SLCO1B1 promoter regions binding HNF4A with SLCO1B1 promoter 

activity is shown in Huh7, Hep3B, and HepG2. (E) Biding affinity was subjected to 

semi quantitative PCR analysis using the primer sets (e.g., amplicon1, amplicon2 

and amplicon3) indicated in the schematic diagram of the SLCO1B1 promoter (top). 

Chip assay results indicate that HNF4A directly binds the SLCO1B1 promoter 

regions in Huh7 and HepG2 cells (bottom). (F) Quantitative real-time PCR data 

show that HNF4A knockdown using shRNA led to significant inhibition in 

SLCO1B1 mRNA expression and increase in AGR2 and GRP78 mRNA expression 

in HCC cell lines. (G) shRNA control and shRNA-HNF4A stable cells are treated in 

bile acid such as glycocholate (GCA) for time dependent (6, 12, 24, and 48 hours). 

The point plots for bile acid concentration between shRNA control and shRNA-

HNF4A are shown in established stable cell lines. (H) Graphical summary of 

molecular features of our findings is indicated. Statistical significance is indicated 

(*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001, Student’s T-test) 
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Figure 8. Association between HNF4A and AGR2 and SLCO1B1 in 

independent datasets. (A-C) Correlation plots show association between genes 
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HNF4A and AGR2 and SLCO1B1 expression in an independent dataset. (A), (B) 

and (C) are represented from top to bottom, respectively.   
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Figure 9. Construction of reporter systems for HNF4A binding promoter sites 

of SLCO1B1. The deletions of nucleotide at candidate binding sites (e.g., #1, #2 

and #3) of HNF4A of cloned SLCO1B1 promoter region were indicated (top). The 

positions deleted through the cloning system were identified in each vector (e.g., 

vector #1, vector #2 and vector #3) (bottom). 
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Figure 10. Knockdown of SLCO1B1 suppresses the BA uptake. (A) Quantitative 

real-time PCR data show that SLCO1B1 Knockdown using shRNA led to significant 

inhibition in SLCO1B1 mRNA expression in HCC cell lines. (B) shRNA control and 

shRNA-SLCO1B1 stable cells are treated in bile acid such as glycocholate (GCA; 

100µM) for time dependent (6, 12, 24, and 48 hours). The point plots for bile acid 

concentration between shRNA control and shRNA-SLCO1B1 are shown in 

established stable cell lines. Statistical significance is indicated (vs. shCtrl, *P < 

0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001, Student’s T-test). (C) Barplots show the 

expression of AGR2 and GRP78 on bile acid (e.g., GCA; 100µM) in shRNA-

mediated knockdown of SLCO1B1 cell lines (Huh7, Hep3B and HepG2). 
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5. LC-iCCA subtypes are related to small duct and large duct types, and 

molecular traits of metabolism, inflammation and immune 

In YS-iCCA cohort (n = 59), most LC3-iCCAs (7/8, 87.5%) were small duct 

type, whereas LC4-iCCAs had both small duct type (25/51, 49.0%) and large duct 

type (22/51, 43.1%) (P = 0.045, Figure 11A and Table 4). Diabetes mellitus and 

HBV was more prevalent in LC3-iCCA than LC4-iCCA (P < 0.05 for all), although 

there was no significant difference in body mass index (BMI) between LC3-iCCA 

and LC4-iCCA (P = 0.198) (Figure 11B and Table 6). Survival analysis revealed 

that LC3-iCCA, compared to LC4-iCCAs, showed better clinical outcomes of OS 

[P = 0.016, harzard ratio (HR) = 0.16] and DFS (P < 0.01, HR = 0.13) (Figure 11C).  

We next sought to identify molecular traits that were differentially expressed 

between LC3-iCCA and LC4-iCCA in YS-iCCA and TIGER-iCCA cohorts, and 

demonstrated the DEGs “LC3-iCCA_high” (n = 565) and “LC4-iCCA_high” (n = 

111) (perm.p-value < 10-3, fold change > 1.0) (Figure 12A). Unsupervised gene set 

analyses revealed that the LC3-iCCAs, compared to LC4-iCCAs had higher 

expression of metabolism-, inflammation- and immune-related genes (Figure 12B), 

whereas LC4-iCCAs showed higher expression of cell division and cell cycle-

related genes (Figure 12C). As LC3-iCCAs could be derived by cellular origin from 

the bipotential stem cells with hepatic commitment, we evaluated whether the trait 

of higher metabolism, inflammation and immune of LC3-iCCA was related with 

cellular origin such as hepatic commitment. First, for filtering out liver-specific 

genes from LC3-iCCA, we selected the GTEx (n = 100) and LiGEP (n = 94) 

database and established liver specific genes (n = 165)36,37. Next to confirm whether 
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traits of LC3-iCCA is highly permissive associate to the cell origin, we used the 

established signatures based on unsupervised gene set analyses (see Figure 12A), 

and found that the metabolism, inflammation, and immune-related genes 

overlapping with liver-specific genes (n = 165) were significantly enhanced in LC3-

iCCA (Figure 12D). In addition, it was confirmed that the enrichment score of these 

traits regardless of liver-specific genes was also increased in LC3-iCCA compared 

to LC4-iCCA (Figure 12E). Collectively, these results suggest that LC3-iCCA may 

be related to high metabolism, inflammation, and immune traits regardless of the 

cellular origin. 
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Figure 11. LC-iCCA subtypes are associated with small duct and large duct 

types. (A) Histopathological images of LC3-iCCA and LC4-iCCA. Mucin and 

S100P are expressed in LD-iCCA, whereas CD56 and N-cadherin are expressed in 

SD-iCCA (left). A boxplot shows the frequency of LD, SD, and IND-iCCA in LC2-

iCCA and LC4-iCCA specimens (right) (P < 0.01, Chi-squared test). (B) The 

boxplots show the frequency of BMI, diabetes mellitus and HBV on the YS-iCCA 

cohort, respectively. Statistical significance is indicated using Fisher’s exact test. (C) 

Kaplan-Meier survival curves of OS and DFS between LC3-iCCA and LC4-iCCA 

using YS-iCCA cohort are shown. 
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Figure 12. LC3-iCCA is associate with the traits of metabolism, inflammation 

and immune. (A) A Heatmap shows the differentially expressed genes between 

LC3-iCCA and LC4-iCCA. (B,C) A point plot represents log10 p-value rate range 

detected across gProfileR (ver.0.7.0) levels for top-ranked signatures. (D) The 

GSEA plots show the enrichment of liver-specific metabolism (n = 23), 
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inflammation (n = 10), and immune genes (n = 14) overlapping with GO:BP 

database (e.g., metabolism, inflammation and immune-related signature), 

respectively. (E) The GSEA plots show the enrichment of non-liver-specific 

metabolism (n = 342), inflammation (n = 377), and immune genes (n = 449) that do 

not overlap in the GO:BP database. 
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6. SD-iCCA is divided into LC3-SD and LC4-SD 

As SD-iCCAs were found in both of LC3 and LC4, iCCAs were further 

classified into LC3-SD (7/54, 12.96%), LC4-SD (25/54, 48.15%), and LC4-LD 

(20/54, 38.89%) in YS-iCCAs, and IND-iCCAs (n = 5) were excluded (Figure 13A, 

top). LC3-SD, LC4-SD, and LC4-LD, in that order, were found to have poor 

clinical outcomes, indicating the possibility of a molecular difference among these 

groups (Figure 13B). Also, LC3-SD, LC4-SD, LC4-LD revealed a sequential 

increase in metabolism, inflammation and immune traits regardless of liver-specific 

gene (P < 0.05 for all, Figure 13A, middle). Next, we evaluated immune cell 

properties using immune cell-specific genes, and LC3-SD revealed active immune 

traits (Figure 13A, bottom). Applying NTP algorithm of immunotype, LC3-SD 

revealed exclusively “active immune”, whereas LC4-LD mainly showed “exhausted 

immune”, and LC4-SD showed mixed features (P = 0.042 Chi-squared test, Figure 

13C). The expression frequency of cell proliferation and cell-cycle-related genes 

was lowest in LC3-SD, highest in LC4-SD and middle in LC4-SD (P < 0.05 for all, 

Chi-squared test, Figure 13D). Supporting this result, we evaluated CCA classifiers 

and found LC3-SD had less expression of the worse prognostic classifiers of iCCA 

(e.g., Surv_Worse in Sia, Class C2 in Anderson and Class BD in Rhee classification) 

than LC4-SD and LC4-LC (P < 10-4 for all, Figure 13E). These results consistently 

indicate that our iCCA classification with combined transcriptomic and histological 

features represented well the key functional and the clinical features of iCCAs. 
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Figure 13. Small bile type is divided into LC3-SD and LC4-SD. (A) A heatmap 

shows clinical feature, mutation and gene fusion (top) and indicates enrichment 

score of metabolism, inflammation and immune-related gene (bottom). (B) Kaplan-

Meier survival curves of overall survival among LC3-SD, LC4-SD and LC4-LD in 

YS-cohort. (C) The boxplot shows the frequency of immunotype such as “Activated 

immune” and “Exhausted immune” on the YS-iCCA cohort. (D) The boxplots show 

the frequency of samples showing high expression of cell proliferation and cell-

cycle-related genes, respectively. (E) The boxplots show frequency of subtypes of 

each classifiers (e.g., Sia, Anderson and Rhee classification) in LC3-SD, LC4-SD 

and LC4-LD. 
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7. Mutational spectrum of LC subtypes 

Next to evaluate the genetic alteration in recurrent mutation among LC subtypes, 

we generated variant profiles from YS-LC cohort (n = 137) using RNA-seq. The 

pathogenic variants of protein-coding genes database were filtered by the Cosmic81 

and ClinVar (For details see Materials and Methods). To define subtype-dependent 

driver mutations, we selected mutations (n = 574) by evaluating somatic 

nonsynonymous and nonsense. Among the mutations, newly identified those in each 

subtype were originated as “differentially mutated genes (DMUTs)”. Thus, we 

demonstrated the mutation status of the genes identified in oncogenes, TSGs, and 

well-known based on TCGA-LIHC (n = 26) and TIGER-LC (n = 37) among the 

DMUT genes (Figure 14A)3,38.  

In HCC, LC1-HCCs revealed recurrent mutations at TERT promoter (19/62, 

30.6 %), which was not confirmed in LC2-HCCs. Whereas LC2-HCCs (6/12, 50%) 

showed prevalent mutations of TP53 compared to LC1-HCCs (8/62, 12.9%). In 

iCCA, IDH1/2 mutations were prevalent in SD-iCCAs [i.e., LC3-SD (2/7, 28.6%) 

and LC4-SD (8/25, 32.0%)], while KRAS mutations were more frequent in LD-

iCCAs (3/22, 13.6%) (Figure 14B). These findings were consistent with the 

previous results10. Interestingly, we found the four cases of FGFR2 fusion 

transcripts exclusively in LC4-SD (4/4, 100%), which included the known fusions 

of FGFR2-AHCYL1 and FGFR2-WAC39 as well as the not-reported new fusions of 

FGFR2-CAT and FGFR2-RBFOX2 (Figure 14C). 

In addition, we evaluated the pathway mutations. HCCs (LC1 and LC2) 

exhibited frequent mutations of WNT pathway (i.e., APC, CTNNB1, EP300, AXIN1, 
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and TCF7L2), while SD-iCCAs showed frequent mutations of epigenetic regulators 

(> 20 %, i.e., CREBBP, IDH1, and IDH2) (Figure 14D, left). In iCCA, LC4-LD 

showed frequent mutations of KRAS pathway (36.4 %, i.e., KRAS, PIK3CA, BRAF, 

STK11, NRAS, and MET), which might be responsible for their aggressive 

phenotype. Meanwhile, LC4-SD showed frequent mutations of TGFB pathway 

(8.0 %, i.e., SMAD4, and TGFBR2), which might be associated with their enriched 

expression of the metabo-immune-related genes (Figure 6D, middle). We also 

observed that the cell cycle- and DNA repair-related pathways were frequently 

mutated in LC2 and LC3-SD, which might be due to their higher frequency of TP53 

mutation (Figure 14D, right). We suggest that these differential mutation spectrum 

of the LC subtypes may play critical roles in the subtype-dependent tumor 

development and progression. 
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Figure 14. Mutational spectrum of LC subtypes. (A) A heatmap shows recurrent 

mutations in the LC subtypes (left). Mutation frequencies in each subtype is show in 

a scale-colored heatmap (right). (B) Barplots show the differential frequencies of 

the mutations of TERT promoter, TP53, IDH1/2, and KRAS among the LC subtypes. 

(C) FGF2R fusion with different genes are shown. (D) Mutations in the pathways of 

WNT, epigenetic regulators, KRAS, TGF are shown. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

 

In this study, we tried to extend our knowledge in terms of the continuous 

spectrum between HCC and iCCA. Our data revealed prominent molecular subtypes 

using integrative analysis and suggested that the LC subtypes represent the 

continuous spectrum of transcriptomic features between HCC and iCCA. There 

were four LC subtypes including LC1, LC2, LC3, and LC4, and LC2 and LC3 were 

intermediate types between HCC and iCCA. LC2-HCC is found to have more stem 

cell-like and cholangiocyte-like features compared to LC1-HCC, suggesting to be 

derived from bipotential stem cells or hepatocytic cells committed to cholanigocytic 

de-differentiation. Whereas LC3-iCCA revealed more hepatocyte-like features than 

LC4-iCCA, and LC3-iCCA might be originated from the bipotential stem cells with 

hepatic commitment or the biliary cells with hepatic de-differentiation. Indeed, the 

cholangiocyte-to-hepatocyte differentiation have been noticed previously40, and an 

experimental study has also shown that the CCA can be originated from mature 

hepatocytes41.  

IRE-HCC, one of atypical radiological imaging features of HCC was reported to 

be an aggressive HCC showing more frequent microvascular invasion, fibrous 

tumor stroma, and poorer prognosis than NIRE-HCC9,42. However, its molecular 

features have not been demonstrated yet. Recently, Rhee et al. revealed that IRE-

HCC showed higher expression of stemness-related markers than NIRE-HCC, and 

serve as a noninvasive imaging biomarker for predicting aggressive HCC9,43. In the 
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present study, LC2-HCCs showed mainly IRE radiologic feature and revealed 

higher levels of CIN score and lower levels of BA-related genes compared to LC1-

HCC. In addition, IRE was reported to be related to the disrupted uptake of 

gatoxetic acid via BA transporters such as SLCO1B344. Based on this report, we 

observed significant DNA copy number loss as well as the increased transcription of 

SLCO1B3 in IRE-HCCs compared to NIRE-HCCs; Moreover, SLCO1B1, a paralog 

of SLCO1B3, showed more prominent alteration than SLCO1B3 between LC1-HCC 

and LC2-HCC (Figure 6B and 6C). Thus, we suggested that DNA copy number-

dependent suppression of SCLO1B1 may contribute to the BA-depletion in LC2-

HCC. 

Recently, HNF4A was reported to be associated with the regulation of BA 

biosynthesis45. Moreover, HNF4A was known to play a critical role in regulating a 

large number of genes essential for the BA metabolism in liver46,47. In the present 

study, we identified that expression of HNF4A was noticeably decreased in LC2-

HCC compared to LC1-HCC, associating with low expression of BA metabolism-

related genes such as SLCO1B1. As shown in our in vitro study results, HCC cells 

expressing HNF4A showed up-regulation of the transcript of SLCO1B1 and normal 

BA uptake in HCC cell lines. Whereas HCC cells with HNF4 inhibition showed 

disrupted uptake of BA, resulting in traits of ER stress which was enhanced by BA 

depletion. Indeed, BA has ER chaperone properties, which is associated with a 

decrease in ER stress48. In this regard, ER stress by depletion of BA might activate 

the UPR and promote aggressive traits of HCC. Our findings have important 

implications for a link between BA depletion by down-regulation of HNF4A and 
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ER stress on LC2-HCC. 

In HCC subtypes of LC1 and LC2, we found that AGR2 significantly increased 

in LC2-HCC compared to LC1-HCC. AGR2 is an oncogene that promotes cell 

proliferation in various cancers30, and it is also known to promote angiogenesis and 

endothelial mesenchymal transition30,49. Recently, AGR2 was reported to be 

significantly expressed in ER stress status31. In the present study, we found high 

expression of AGR2 in LC2-HCC compared to LC1-HCC using analysis of the 

DNA copy number-dependent DEGs. Our observation that ER stress was alleviated 

by BA suggests that depletion of BA was associated with the expression of AGR2. 

This hypothesis is supported by the cell culture experiments that inhibition of BA 

uptake by shHNF4A-dependent SLCO1B1 suppression increased ER stress and 

expression of AGR2. Accordingly, AGR2 was reported to be frequently expressed in 

iCCA and pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma50. Collectively, the expression of AGR2 

is suggested to be a biomarker of LC2-HCC, which is similar to iCCA. 

In-depth analysis of the transcriptome and clinicopathological features of LC3 

and LC4 revealed that LC4-iCCA showed more aggressive traits such as unstable 

chromosome and high expression of stemness genes compared to LC3-iCCA. Also, 

LC4-iCCA showed poor clinical correlation with overall survival and disease-free 

survival compared to LC3-iCCA. Furthermore, this clinical relevance of LC4-iCCA 

was also validated using classifiers of iCCA (e.g., Sia, Anderson and Rhee 

classification). The other hand, LC3-iCCA revealed more stable chromosome, lower 

expression of stemness genes, and HCC-like traits such as (e.g., high expression of 

hepatocyte marker and HCC.stem genes) compared to LC4-iCCA.  
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The histopathological distinction of SD-iCCA and LD-iCCA has recently 

received attention10,11. In this study, LC3-iCCA was mainly consisted of SD-iCCA, 

whereas LC4-iCCA showed both of SD-iCCA and LD-iCCA. The risk factors of 

SD-iCCA are reported to be metabolic syndrome and B or C viral chronic hepatitis, 

which are also well known risk factors for HCC10,11,39. In line with this finding, 

diabetes mellitus and HBV infection, which are well known risk factors for HCC 

were more prevalent in LC3-iCCA compared to LC4-iCCA. 

Regarding the gene expression of metabolism, inflammation and immune, it was 

most prevalent in order of LC3-SD, LC4-SD and LC4-LD. In contrast, cell 

proliferation and cycle-related gene expression revealed a sequential increase in 

order of LC3-SD, LC4-SD and LC4-LD. IDH1/2 mutation and FGFR2 fusion were 

relevant in LC4-SD. In contrast, mutation of KRAS-signaling pathway-related 

genes such as KRAS, NRAS, PIK3CA, and GNAS was relevant in LC4-LD. These 

results were in agreement with the previous report revealing that LD-iCCA and SD-

iCCA shows more frequency of KRAS-signaling pathway-related genes and IDH1/2 

mutation, respectively10. Interestingly, LC3-SD revealed no FGFR2 fusion, and less 

frequent IDH1/2 mutation compared to LC4-SD. To demonstrate its clinical 

relevance, overall survival and disease-free survival depending on these subtypes 

were analyzed by Kaplan-Meier survival analysis which results to sequentially poor 

prognosis of LC3-SD, LC4-SD and LC4-LD. Collectively, our finding suggests that 

SD-iCCA can be further subclassified into LC3-SD and LC4-SD based on 

molecular difference. 

A previous study has reported that highly instable chromosomes provide anti-
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cancer drug resistance and invasiveness25, which affected the survival benefits of 

cancer cells. As observed in our results, LC2-HCC (iCCA-like HCC) and LC3-HCC 

(HCC-like iCCA) revealed higher CIN score compared to LC1 and LC4, 

respectively. To validate these results, we screened the genetic alteration to identify 

difference in mutation burden between LC subtypes. There were significant 

differences between LC1 and LC2, whereas there was no statistically significant 

difference between LC3 and LC4. Furthermore, we identified differentially mutated 

genes (e.g., TERT, DLAT, APOB, TP53, KARS1, etc.) and fusion gene (e.g., 

FGFR2), which might suggest differential accumulation of genetic alterations 

among LC subtypes. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

 

We identified continuous molecular spectrum between HCC and iCCA and 

classified molecular subtypes (e.g., LC1, LC2, LC3 and LC4) associated with 

perspective clinic-radio-pathological features using 289 liver cancer patients. 

Through genes expression, we showed that LC2 and LC3, intermediate types 

between HCC and iCCA, might be derived from stem/progenitor cells or 

hepatocytic cells committed to cholanigocytic de-differentiation and biliary cells 

committed to hepatic de-differentiation, respectively. LC2, compared to LC1 

(classic HCC subtype) showed the depletion of bile acid by down-regulation of 

SLCO1B1, which are related to atypical MR imaging of irregular rim-like 

enhancement in HCC. On the other hand, LC3 showed higher expression of 

metabolism, inflammation, and immune-related genes compared to LC4 (classic 

iCCA subtype). Collectively, we suggest that the LC subtypes represent the 

continuous spectrum of HCC and iCCA. 
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ABSTRACT (in Korean) 

 

 

간의 원발성 종양인 간세포암 및 간내 담관암의 연속 전사체  

스펙트럼 

 

 

<지도교수 박 영 년> 

 

 

연세대학교 대학원 의과학과 

 

전 영 식 

 

 

간의 원발성 암종은 간세포암 (hepatocellular carcinoma, HCC) 과 

간내 담관암 (intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma, iCCA)으로 나눌 수 있다. 

HCC 중 일부에서는 iCCA와 유사한 분자유전학적 특성을 보이는 

아형이 보고되었으며, 혼합 간세포담관암 (combined hepatocellular-

cholangiocarcinoma)에서는 HCC와 iCCA의 분화를 동시에 보인다. 

이러한 소견은 간의 원발성 암종인 HCC와 iCCA 사이의 중간형 

특성을 보이는 아형이 존재할 가능성을 시사하나, 이에 대한 

분자병리학적 소견은 아직까지 명확하게 밝혀지지 않았다. 

본 연구에서는 두 개의 독립 코호트 [연세대 132예 (HCC 78예 와 

iCCA 59예); TIGER 152예 (HCC 62예 와 iCCA 90예)] 을 사용하여 
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간의 원발성 암종 289예 에 대한 게놈, 전사체 및 대사체 변화의 

통합 분석을 통한 간암의 연속적인 분자 스펙트럼에서 식별하고 그 

분자유전학적 및 임상병리학 특성에 대하여 검색하였다. 

간의 원발성 암종 289예의 전사체를 사용한 Consensus clustering 

분석을 통하여, 4개의 하위 유형 LC1 (n=113), LC2 (n=19), LC3 (n=25), 

LC4 (n=132) 으로 분류하였다. LC1은 전형적인 HCC의 소견을 

보였으며, LC4는 전형적인 iCCA의 소견을 보였다. 반면 LC2와 

LC3는 LC1와 LC4 사이에 중간형 특성을 보였으며, LC3에는 iCCA 

22예 와 HCC 3예가 포함되었고, LC2에는 HCC 19예가 포함되었다. 

LC3는 간세포와 비슷한 유전자 발현과 염색체 안전성을 보인 반면, 

LC2는 담관세포와 비슷한 유전자 발현 양상, 줄기세포 표지자 발현 

증가 및 염색체 불안정성을 보였다. 

LC2-HCC (n=19)은 LC1-HCC (n=112)에 비하여 담즙산 (bile acid) 

대사와 관련된 유전자의 발현 감소 및 담즙산의 고갈, 그리고 유전자 

복제수 변이 (DNA copy-number aberration)의 감소를 보였다. 담즙산의 

고갈은 세포내 소포체 스트레스 (endoplasmic reticulum stress)의 증가로 

인한 anterior gradient 2 (AGR2) 유전자의 발현과 연관성이 있었다. 

그리고 담즙산의 고갈은 답즙산 운송자인 solute carrier organic anion 

transporter family member 1B1 (SLCO1B1)와 관련성을 보였다. 또한 

SLCO1B1의 발현 감소는 전사인자인 hepatocyte nuclear factor 4 alpha 
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(HNF4A)와 상관 관계를 보였다. 간암 세포주 (Huh7, Hep3B, 

HepG2)에서 short hairpin RNA 방법으로 HNF4A를 억제 시키면 

SLCO1B1 전사의 감소, AGR2 및 GRP78 발현의 증가 그리고 

담즙산의 세포내 흡수가 점진적으로 감소함을 확인하였다. 그리고 

4개의 독립 코호트 (TCGA-LIGC, AJHCC, GSE4024, GSE14520) 를 

사용하여 LC3-HCC와 비슷한 유전자 발현 양상을 보이는 HCC 

환자들이 불량한 전체 생존율을 보이는 것을 확인하였다. 또한 

HCC의 비전형적인 자기공명영상 소견인 irregular rim-like enhancement 

보이는 간암에서 SLCO1B1 발현이 감소되었음을 확인하였다. 

LC3-iCCA (n=22)는 LC4-iCCA (n=126)에 비하여 예후가 좋았으며, 

특히 대사, 염증 및 면역 반응과 관련된 유전자의 발현 및 높은 body 

mass index (BMI) 수치, 당뇨의 발생이 LC4-iCCA에 비하여 

상대적으로 증가함을 확인하였다. 연세대 iCCA (n=59)에서 

조직병리학적 분석을 통하여 작은 담관아형 (small duct subtype, SD) 

및 큰 담관아형 (large duct subtype, LD)으로 추가 분류하였으며, LC3-

iCCA (n=8)는 대부분 (7/8, 87.5%) 작은 담관아형이었으며, LC4-iCCA 

(n=51)은 25예의 SD아형과 22예의 LD아형을 포함하였다. LC3-SD, 

LC4-SD, LC4-LD을 비교 시 대사, 염증 및 면역 반응과 관련된 

유전자의 발현은 LC3-SD에서 가장 높았고, LC4-LD에서 가장 

낮았으며, LC4-SD는 중간 정도의 발현을 보였다. LC4-SD의 4예에서 
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fibroblast growth factor receptor 2 (FGFR2) 유전자에 대한 유전자 융합이 

관찰되었다. 반면 LC4-LD는 KRAS 신호 전달 유전자에 대한 

돌연변이 [예: KRAS (3/22, 12.6%), NRAS (2/22, 9.01%), PI3KCA (1/22, 

4.5%)], 세포 증식과 세포 주기관련 유전자 발현 증가를 보였다. 전체 

생존율 분석에서 LC4-LD, LC4-SD 및 LC3-SD의 순으로 불량한 

예후를 보였다. 

결론적으로 간의 원발성 암종 289예의 전사체 분석을 통하여 

HCC과 iCCA 사이의 연속적인 분자 스펙트럼을 식별하였으며, 

HCC과 iCCA 중간형인 LC2 및 LC3 아형을 확인하였다. 
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